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XXXIII. On the Hindu Quadrature of the Circle, and the infinite Series of the
proportion of the circumference to the diameter exhibited in the four S'astras,
the Tantra Sangraham, Yucti Bhdshd, Carana Padhati, and Sadratnamdla.
By CHARLES M. WHISH, Esq., of the Hon. East-India Company's Civil
Service on the Madras Establishment.
(Communicated by the MADRAS LITERARY SOCIETY and AUXILIARY
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.')

Read the 15th of December 1832.
who flourished in the beginning of the thirty-seventh
century of the CdU Yuga,* of which four thousand nine hundred and twenty
years have passed, has in his work, the Aryab'katiyam, in which he
mentions the period of his birth, exhibited the proportion of the diameter
to the circumference of the circle as 20000 to 62832, in the following
verse:
A'RYAB'HATTA,

Chaturadhicam satamashtagunandwashashtistatha sahasrandm
Ayutadwaya vishcambhasyasannd vritta parindhah.t

Which is thus translated :
" The product of one hundred increased by four and multiplied by eight, added to
" sixty and two thousands, is the circumference of a circle whose diameter is twice ten
" thousand."

The author of the Lildvati, who lived six centuries after A'RYAB'HATTA,
states the proportion as 7 to 22, which, he adds, is sufficiently exact for
common purposes. As a more correct or precise circumference, he proposes
that the diameter be multiplied by 3927, and the product divided by
1250 ; the quotient will be a very precise circumference. This proportion
is the same with that of A'RYAB'HATTA, which is less correct than that of
* Or the sixth century of the Christian era.
f This verse is in the variety of the Aryavrittam measure, called Vipula.
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viz. US to 355, though in all three the circumference is rated at
more than the truth. The sloca in the Lildvati is as follows :
METIUS,

Vydse bhanandagnihate vibhacte
Chabdnasuryaih paridhissussucshmah
Dwdvimsatinighnevihritetha sailuih
Stulothavdsyddvyavahdrayogyah."*,
A'RYAB'HATTA has not left behind him any record of the means by which
he obtained so accurate a proportion. His work however shews so much
geometrical knowledge, that there can be little doubt that he effected his
approximation in the same manner with ARCHIMEDES, by a numeral calculation of the perimeters of inscribed and circumscribed polygons with the
circle; for in the polygon of 768 sides to a circle whose radius is one, the
perimeter of the inscribed polygon is 628316, and of the circumscribed
628326. The circumference of the circle will therefore be greater than
628316, but less than 628326, or nearly half their sum, namely, 628321,
to which the above approximation is nearly similar.
In the Surya Sid'dhanta, the radius of a circle is stated at S4S8, in terms
of minutes of the circumference, being about one-quarter of a minute too
great; and in the following sloca, it appears that a very coarse rule is laid
down by the author.

Yojandndm satdnyashtau bhukarno dwigundnitu
Jadvargato dasagundt padam bhuparidhirbhavet.t
" Square the yojanas of the earth's diameter 1600, and multiply the square by 10,
" and extract the root of the product: the root is the equatorial circumference of the
" earth."

In such a matter, the strictest accuracy need not be required j but for a
general rule, this would err considerably from the truth, being less correct
than the proportion of 7 to 22; and yet we find the same in the Camaddgdhri, a commentary on the Surya Sid'dhanta, laid down in the following
terms :
Vritta vargdt dasa hritat padamvydsdbhavediha
Evam paricshitdvydsah vrittastu viparitatah.
" The root of the square of the circumference divided by ten, is the diameter; to
find the circumference of a given diameter, reverse the rule."

* This verse is in the Upajdtivrittam measure.
t This verse is in the Anushtubvrittam measure.
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In the sdstra named Tdntra Sangraha, we find the following lines :
Ishta vydse hate ndgavedavahnyabdhichendubhih
Tithyaswivibudhairbhacte susucshma'hparidhirbhavet
Paridhervyatyaydchaivamsusucshmam vyasamdnayet
Tithyaswivibudhairnighndt chachatancendunetratah
Sucshmd vydsdhi vedagni critobhrendu hritothava
Trisaghna chacra liptdbhyo vydsorttheshwagnibhirhrite'h.
Which are thus translated :
"
"
"
"
"

'* Multiply any given diameter by 104348, and divide the product by 33215; the
quotient is a very correct circumference. To find the diameter, if the circumference
be given, reverse the above numbers. If then you multiply the astronomical circumference by 33215, and divide the product by 104348, you will have the diameter in
terms of minutes of the periphery ; or it will be sufficiently exact if you multiply
the circumference by 113, and divide by 355, for a diameter"

The astronomer's circle, anantapura or " the universe," and chachatancendunetram, is, according to alphabetical notation and symbols respectively,
21600, that is, the terms of the minutes in the circumference of twelve
signs, containing each thirty degrees. In the first proportion of 33215 to
104348, if the diameter of a circle be 1, the circumference will be
3.141592653921, &c, which is an excellent approximation, being correct
to the ninth place of decimals, the tenth being too large 5 the second
proportion, 113 to 355, that of METIUS, is a very useful one, being as 1 to
3.1415929, &c, correct to the sixth place of decimals, the seventh being
rather more than the truth.
In another work, named Carana-Padhati, and in one called Sadratnamala,
are the two. following verses; the first is from the former work :
Anunanutndnananunnanutyaih
Samdhataschacra kdldvibhactah
Chanddmsuchandrddhama cumbhipdlaih
Vydsastadardhantribhamaurvicasydt.
" If the circumference of a circle in minutes be multiplied by 1Q0O0P0000O, and the
" product be divided by 31415926536, the quotient will be the diameter of the circle
" in terms of the minutes of the circumference, and its half will be the radius."
In the latter work is the subjoined verse:
Evanchdtra pardrdha vistritimahd vrittasya nahocsharaih
Syddbhadr&mbudhi sidha janma ganitasraddsmayadbhdpugih.

.Mr. WBISB on the Hindu Quadrature of the Circle.
" If you proceed thus (as laid down in the former verse), and measure the circum" ference of a great circle by 100000000000000000 parts, the circumference will be
" equal to 314159265358979324 of such parts."
The approximations to the true value of the circumference with a given
diameter, exhibited in these three works, are so wonderfully correct, that
European mathematicians, who seek for such proportion in the doctrine of
fluxions, or in the more tedious continual bisection of an arc, will wonder by
what means the Hindu has been able to extend the proportion to so great
a length. Some quotations which I shall make from these three books, will
shew that a system of fluxions peculiar to their authors alone among Hindus,
has been followed by them in establishing their quadratures of the circle ;
and a few more verses, which I shall hereafter treat of and explain, will
prove, that by the same mode also, the sines, cosines, &c. are found with
the greatest accuracy.
I proceed to quote extracts from the Tdntra Sangraham. The first, of the
measure called Anusktubvrittam, is from the chapter upon sines, &c.
Vydsdrdham prathamannitwatatovdnydtgunannayet
Sambandhanniyamanchaivam vyneyovyasa vrittayoh.
" Having found the radius, you may construct the sines ; but you must first know the
" proportion between the diameter and the circumference/'
The next is of the Gitivrittam measure:
Vydse varidhinihite rupa hrite vydsasdgardbhihate
Trisarddhi vishama sanchya bhactamrinamswam prithacramdt curydt
Yatsanchyaydtra harane criternivrittd hritistujdmitayd
Tasyd urdhwa gatdyassamasanchya taddalamgunontesydt.
Jadvarggo rupayuto hard vydsdbdhighdtacah prdgwat.
Tabhydmdptam swamrini critedhane sodhananchacaraniydm
Sucshmah paridhissasyat bahucritwoharanatoti s&cshmascha.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

" Multiply the diameter by 4, and from it subtract and add alternately the quotients
obtained by dividing four times the diameter by the odd numbers 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, &c,
do thus to the extent required; and having fixed a limit, take half the even number
next less than the last odd divisor for a multiplier, and its square plus one for a divisor.
Multiply four times the diameter by the multiplier, and divide the product by the
divisor, and add it or subtract it, according to the sign of the last quote in the series,
from the sum of the series- thus the circumference of the given diameter will be
obtained very correctly."
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If we proceed according to the rule, we have an infinite series of the
following form :

where C=circumference, d diameter, and p the last odd divisor diminished by unity. When d= 1 the series becomes

Then follows a verse of the Gitivrittam measure, explaining more fully the
correction by which this series is brought to greater perfection.
Asmat sucshmataronyo vilichyatecaschandpi sarnscarah
Ante samasanchyd data varyassaico gunassd eva punah
Yuga gunito rupayuttassamasancyd dala hato bhaveddharah
Trisarddi vishama sanchyd harandt parame tadeva vacaryam.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

" I now shew how the correction may be made more complete than in the former
rule: take the even figure next greater than the last odd divisor in the series 4 x
( i — g - + 4 " — &c.) that may have been fixed upon, and square its half, and increase
it by unity ; this is to be a multiplier : this multiplier multiply by 4, and the product
increased by unity multiply by half the original even figure; this last product will be
a divisor: add to the result of the series the quotient of four times the diameter
multiplied by the new multiplier, and divided by the new divisor; the sum will be a
more correct circumference."

The series by means of this correction becomes :

p being here the last odd divisor increased by unity.
The author being aware how slowly the series converges, found it necessary to correct the last quote, which is done very correctly by the rule he
has exhibited.
Next follows a verse of the Anushtubvrittam measure.
Vyasavargddravihatat padamsydt prath.am.aM phalam
Jatastattat phalachchdpiyavadischdntribhirharet
Rupadyayugmasancyabhirllabdeshw6shuyathacramam
Vishamdnam yutetyacte yugmaydgi vritirbhavet.

Mr. Wmsa on ike Hindi Quadrature of the Grele.
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"
"
"
"
"

" Multiply any given diameter squared by 12, and extract tbe root of the product;
this is the first quote : divide this first by 3 for the second quote; this second, and each
so obtained quote, divide by 3 continually, place them in order, and divide them in
succession by the odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, &c. Then add together the first,
third, fifth, &c, quotes; and add together also the second, fourth, sixth, &c. quotes ;
then subtract the sum of the even from that of the odd, and the remainder will be the
circumference of the circle, whose diameter was given."

The series laid down in the verse is thus expressed algebraically :
C= • 12 X ( 1 - _ i - + - ^ _ ^ + _ i g i _ n i
The next verse is of the Gitivrittam measure:
Samapanchdhatayoyd rupddyayvjds chaturghna mulayutdh.
Tabhisshodasa gunitddvydsdt prithagd hritetu vishamayate.
Sama phala ydgS tyacte syatishta vyasa sambhavah paridhih.
Divide the diameter multiplied by 16 severally by the fifth power of the odd
numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c, adding to each fifth power four times its root; of the
" quotes thus obtained subtract the sum of the second, fourth, sixth, &c. from that of
" the first, third, fifth, and seventh, the remainder will be the circumference of the circle
" whose diameter was taken."
tl

tl

This is an infinite series of the following form :
16 d
16 d
16 d _ 16 d
16 d
l s + 4 1 ~ 3 t + 4 3 + 5 5 + 4 5 75 + 4 7 + 9 s + 4 9

C>

Or, if the diameter be one :
~

3 + 5 5 + 4 . 5 ~ 7 5 + 4 . 7 + &C\)
4.3

The next verse of the Gitivrittam measure is as follows:
Vyasadwaridhi nihatat pritagdptantrydyugvimuld ghanaih
Trighna vydse swamrinam cramasah kritwdpi paridhivdnfyah.
" Divide four times the given diameter by the cubes of the odd numbers 3, 5, 7, 9,
" 11, 13, &c, subtracting from each its respective root; the quotes thus obtained
" alternately add to, and subtract from three times the diameter; this is the circumfe" rence of the circle whose diameter was given."

This is an infinite series (given in the Carana Padhati in nearly the same
words), as follows:
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Which, if d = l , will be:

The author then proceeds in the same measure :
Dwyddiyujdm vacritayo vyecd hdrddwinighna vishcambhe
Dhanamrinamantentyordhwa gataujacritidwi
sahitdharodwighni.
" Multiply the diameter by 4, and divide the product severally by the squares of the
numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, &c, subtracting 1 from each square : the quotients alternately
add to, and subtract from, twice the diameter : rectify the sum obtained, by taking the
next odd number less than the last even figure squared, squaring it, adding 2 to the
square, doubling this sum, and with this thus obtained as a divisor, dividing four times
the diameter: this quotient add or subtract, as is required, from the sum formerly
obtained, for a very correct circumference."

The series thus obtained is :
= 2d

id

id

id

id

+

id

Where C=circumference, d=diameter, and p=:the last even number
squared in the series, which, if the diameter be 1, becomes,
VI.3

3.5

5.7

This series, viz. -r-r,—S-T-+-F^—inr+

7.9
&c

-

fZj)* +
can

2x2'

easily be proved to be

equal to the arc of 90°—\ t therefore 2+4* into the series will equal the
whole circumference, the diameter being one, as in bur author's series.
Two other series are then exhibited in lines of the Giti measure.
Dwyddeschaturaderva chaturadhicdndnnireca vargassyuh
Hdrdh cunjara gunita vishcambhaswamati calpitobhdjyah
Phalayutirddyt vrittam bh&jyadalam phcdavihinamdnyatra.

"
"
"
"
"

" Take the squares of the terms, diminished by 1, of the two arithmetical progressions
whose first terms are respectively 2 and 4, and ratio of progression 4, for divisors: in
the former series, divide 8 times the diameter by the divisors severally, and the sum of
the quotients is the circumference of the circle ; in the latter, subtract from 4 times
the diameter the sum of the quotients of 8 times the diameter divided by the divisors
severally, and the result is the circumference in the second case."
VOL.

III.

3 X
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The two series thus explained are found to be of the following forms
~

+

8c?
8d
2
- 1 + 108- +

+

8d

+

8d
+

&

Which, if d=\, become respectively :

Now, let the former series within the brackets be a, and the latter b; thenitcan
be easily proved that a+b, or the series -y^+T^+-^T+-y^+Q1

\

and it has been mentioned above that the series 7^-3—•^j+~^Y~Y~g + &c- =
(when the diameter is one), the arc of 90°—| = a—b; having therefore the
values of a—b and a + b, it can be easily proved that a = the arc of 45°,
and b =^— arc of 45°; therefore, in the first of these quadratures, 8« =
circumference, and in the second, 4—8£ = circumference also, as taught
by the author.
The author, after laying down the above series, proceeds to shew in
numbers a proportion of the circumference to the diameter in the verse
which has been originally quoted and translated, and then finishes his
chapter by rules for finding the sines and cosines, of which mention will be
made hereafter.
In the Carana Padhati, the sixth chapter commences thus :
Vyasdcchaturghndt bahusah prithac sthdt
Tripanja saptadyayugahritani
Vyase chatuoghne cramasastwrinam swam
Curyattadasyat paridhissusucshmah.
" Divide the given diameter multiplied by 4 severally and continually by the odd
" numbers 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, &c, and the quotients thus obtained, alternately subtract
" from., and add to, the diameter multiplied by 4. The result is the precise circum" ference."

This series is the same with the first laid down by the author of the
Tantra Sangraha, namely,

Mr. WHISH on the Hindti Quadrature qfthe Circle.
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The next verse in the chapter is of the measure called Gitivrittam.
Vyasddwana samgunitdt prithagdptantryddyay ugvimulaghanaih
Irigunita vyase swamrinam Cramasah critwdpi paridhirdniyah.
"
"
"
"

'' Divide the given diameter multiplied by 4 severally and continually by the cubes of
the odd numbers 3 , 5, 7, 9, 11, & c , subtracting from each cube its respective
root; the sums thus obtained alternately add to, and subtract from, 3 times the
diameter: thus you will obtain the circumference of the circle whose diameter was
given."

This series is also the same with one of the former book, namely,
c

=

3 + 4x

+ &c

(^-iire+e^s'T^Ao

)

The fourth verse of the chapter is of the measure called Indra Vqjravrittam.
Vargairyujamvadwigunairnnirecaih
Var gicritairvarjitayugma vargaih
Vydsancha shadghnam vibhajet phalam swam
Vyase trinighneparidhistaddsyat.
" Add to three times the diameter the sum of the quotes obtained by dividing six
" times the diameter by the square of twice the square minus one of the even numbers
" 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, & c , subtracting from each the square of its even figure respectively.
" The sum is the circumference."

This is an infinite series thus expressed algebraically :

+

s

2

+

(2.2 —I) —2

2

2

+

(2.4 —1)2—4

Which, if the diameter = 1, becomes
=3

+

6

!

l.s!s.5

+

+

I

+ 1

+&c.
a

2

(2.6 —

If—6'

+ I

3.5I7.9

The author proceeds with the verse originally quoted, for determining the
diameter and radius in terms of minutes of the circumference, and then
teaches how, by certain series, the sines, cosines, &c. are to be constructed.
He next exhibits a stanza for finding an arc of the circumference of a
circle by means of the sum obtained by multiplying the sine of the arc into
its radius and dividing the product by its cosine. This sum, it will be
readily observed, is equivalent to a tangent of that arc, for cosine is to
radius as sine is to tangent; but the tangent individually does not appear in
the mathematics of the Hind&s.
3X2
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The lines are as follow:
VydsardhSnahatadabhishta gunatah Cotyaptamddyam phalam
Jyavarg6na vinighnamddimaphalam tattat phalancha harel
Crityd coti gunasya tatratuphaleshwecatripancha dibhi
Shucteshwojayutesty ajet samayutim jivadhanussishty ate.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

" Multiply the given sine by radius, and divide the product by cosine for the first
quote; multiply this quote by the square of the sine, and divide the product by the
square of the cosine for the second quote : multiply and divide this last quote, and so
continually each obtained quote, by the square of the sine and the square of the cosine
respectively, and the quotes obtained by this means divide in succession by the odd
numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, &c; then the sum of the 2d, 4th, 6th, 8th, &c. quotes
being- subtracted from the sum of the 1st, 3d, 5th, 7th, 9th, &c. quotes, the remainder
will be the arc of the sine which was taken."

Note.—If the cosine be less than the sine of the given angle, change the names of
the two, and proceed as laid down in the rule.

The infinite series thus beautifully and concisely expressed in the Sanscrit
sloca, is the following :

Where a— arc; r— radius; s=sine, and cos=cosine.
In this series, the first quote equals the tangent of the arc=if; the second
quote equals tangent cubed, divided by thrice radius squared; the third
equals tangent to the fifth power divided by 5 into radius to the fourth power;
or, algebraically, thus:

Which is easily proved to be true by a process in fluxions, which demonstrates the fact that the fluxion of the tangent of an arc is to the fluxion of the
arc itself as the square of the secant is to the square of the radius ; in which
case, the fluxion of the arc is proved to be equal to *"' * and if r2 t be
r* + P
t

divided by r* + f, the quotient will be / -JlL+ lL- lL+tlL-&c.— 'a ,• and
r2

t

r6

r*
t'

5

i

r8

C

f

the fluents of each being taken, it becomes t ~3""^ + 5~~4—7-1+9"^~ &c- = a —
the arc itself, as is laid down in the Carana Padhati.
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It is also seen that from this verse the matter is derived of the former
series ; for if (in the first series) the arc of 45° be taken, then the tangent
will be equal to radius j and if radius = 1, the above series becomes
l--g-+-^

\~ + ~k

IT"'" ^c'—a>

an

d four times this sum will be the semi-

circumference, or when the diameter is 1, the whole circumference; therefore
4 X f l - 4 - + 4"~4~+4

r r + &c.,) the circumference, as shewn in the

Tantra Sangraha, and in the Carana Padhati.
1 proceed now to quote some verses from the Sadratnamala. The first
which I shall extract is from the chapter on sines, and is of the measure
called Salini-vrittam.
Vargadwydsasydrcanighnat padarnyat
Tatryamso yastecha tattannavdmsah
Dwigna vyecaicadwi purvavjayugmah
Clrinnanyaicya dwyantaram vrittandhah.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

" Square the diameter and multiply the product by 12, and extract the root of this
product; the root obtained will be the modulus of odd quotes, which if you divide
by 3, the quotient will be the modulus of even quotes. Divide each modulus
continually by 9, and the quotient thus obtained from the former, divide by double
the numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c. minus 1 respectively, and the quotient obtained from
the latter, by double the number 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, &c. minus I respectively, add up the
new obtained quotes, and subtract the sum of those gotten from the even from the
sum of those gotten from the odd modulus, the remainder is the circumference of the
circle,"
The next verse of the Sarddula-vkcridita measure is this :
Vy asdrcaghnacriteh padegnibhiratonit6cha tattat phaldh
Chathaicyadyuyuga hriteshu paridhirbheddyugo'jaicyayoh.
Evanchdtra parardha vistriti mahdvrittasya nahacsharaih
Syatbhadrambiidhi sidha janma ganitasradhasmayatbhupagih.

"
"
"
"
"

" Square the diameter and multiply the product by 12, and extract the root of this
product; this root divide continually by 3, and the quotients thus obtained by 1, 3,
5, 7, 9, 11, &c, and subtract the sum of the 2d, 4th, 6th, 8th of the last obtained
quotes from the sum of the 1st, 3d, 5th, 7th, 9th, &c. If you do thus, and measure
the diameter of a great circle by 100000000000000000 equal parts, the circumference
will be equal to 314159265358979324 of such parts."

The rule laid down in this verse is exactly similar to that communicated
by Dr. HALLEY to the Royal Society of London; and is founded upon the
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principles laid down in another slhca of the Vasantitilaca-vrittam measure in
the same chapter, as follows:
Cotihrita triguna bahu vadhe chatasmd
Tattat phaldchcha bkujavarga hatdttu cotyah
Crityd criteshucha dhardgni sarddi bhacte
Shwojaicyatastyajatuyugmayutim dhanustat.
"
"
"
"
"

" The radius into the sine divided by the cosine is the first quote : this multiplied by
the square of the sine, and divided by the square of the cosine, is the second quote ;
this second, and those obtained continually in the same way, multiply and divide by
the square of the sine and the square of the cosine respectively : divide the quotes in
order by 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, &c. respectively, and the difference of the sum of the 1st,
3d, 5th, &c, and of the 2d, 4th, 6th, &c, will be the arc whose sine was taken."

This, of which the meaning is the same with that in the Carana Padhati, is
expressed thus:
r X s
cos.

r x s3 . r x s 5
3 cos.3
5 cos.5

r X s1

Now if the arc of 30° be taken, the first quote = the tangent of that arc
= v\ ; to multiply this by the square of the sine, and divide it by the
square of the cosine, it is sufficient to divide it simply by 3 (because the
square of the sine of 30° is one-third of the square of the cosine of that
angle): divide then each quote in succession by the odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7,
9, 11, &c, respectively ; the arc, thus obtained, multiplied by 6, will equal
the semi-circumference when the radius = 1, or the whole circumference if
the diameter be 1; but 6 x V^ = 2xV'3
= '/12y therefore ^ 12 x
( 1 — 3^3 +~57&~Y7¥~*'~97¥~Tr3:'+ &c- ) equals the whole circumference when
the diameter is one, according to the rule laid down in the Sadratnamalah
in the verse " Vyasdrcaghnacriteh," &c, and in the Tantra Sangraha in
the verse " Vyasa Vargadravihatat," Sec. before quoted. The rule also for
finding the sum of any arc from the tangent is thus expressed in the same
work in four slocas of the Anushtub measure.
Vrittanayana mdrgmdbreshta jydnd dhanurnayct
Ishtajya trijyayorghdtdt cotydptam prathamam phalam
Jyd vargom gunacam critwd coti vargancha hdraeam
Prathamddi phaUbhyothd neydphalalatirmuhuh.
Ecatryddydja sanchyabhirbhacteshweteshwanucramdt
Ojdndm yutitastyacte yugma yogi dhanurbhavet
Doh cotybralpam&v&shtam calpaniyamihoditam
Muhuh critepi labd'hinannany:athdvasitirbhavet.
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" According to the genius of the rules which we have laid down for the circumference
of the circle, the arc of any given sine may be found thus : take a given sine multiplied
by radius, and divided by the cosine to the given sine for the first quote; let the square
of the sine be a constant multiplier, and the square of the cosine a constant divisor,
the quotes obtained by multiplying and dividing (by these) the first quote, must be
placed in order one under the other, and divided in succession by the odd numbers 1, 3,
5, 7, 9, 11, &c.; then subtract the sum of the even from that of the odd quotes,
and the remainder will be the arc whose sine was taken. If the sine of the given arc
be greater than its cosine, call that the cosine, and the cosine to it the sine."

Having thus submitted to the inspection of the curious eight different
infinite series, extracted from Brahmanical works for the quadrature of the
circle, it will be proper to explain by what steps the Hindu mathematician
has been led to these forms, which have only been made known to Europeans through the method of fluxions, the invention of the illustrious
NEWTON. Let us first, however, know the age of these works; and as far
as can be determined, the authors. First, then, it is a fact which I have
ascertained beyond a doubt, that the invention of infinite series of these
forms has originated in Malabar, and is not, even to this day, known to
the eastward of the range of Ghats which divides that country, called in
the earliest times Ceralam, from the countries of Madura, Coimbatore,
Mysore, and those in succession, to that northward of these provinces.
The author of the Sadratnamalah is SANCARA VARMA, the younger brother
of the present Raja of Cadattanada near Tellicherry, a very intelligent man
and acute mathematician. This work, which is a complete system of
Hindu astronomy, is comprehended in two hundred and eleven verses of
different measures, and abounds with fluxional forms and series, to be
found in no work of foreign or other Indian countries.
The author of the Carana Padhati, whose grandson is now alive in his
seventieth year, was PATHUMANA SOMA YAJI, a Nambiitiri Brahmana of
Tirusivapura (Trichur) in Malabar. In the first verse of the commentary
on his work, he is thus mentioned :
Nutuna griha sama sutarachitayah car ana padhatervidusha
Bhasham vilichati caschit balanam
bhodhanarthamalpadhiyam.
" The Carana Padhati, a path to arithmetic, composed by NUTUNAGRIHA SOMA
" SUTA, I now proceed to explain in the common tongue, to adapt it to the genius of
" young scholars."
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bears the meaning in Sanscrita of the Malabar
terms " PUTHAMANA SOMA YAJI," the first word being the name of his house.
The last verse of his work contains its date in numerical letters in terms
of days of the Caliyuga ; a mode of dating which, in the country, is to be
traced back to upwards of one thousand seven hundred years ago, as may
be seen in the inscriptions taken from the pagoda of Tiruvunnur near
Calicut. The verse is as follows:
NUTUNAGRIHA S6MA SIJTA

Iti sivapura nam agramajah Capiyajwa
Cimapi Carana padhatyahwayam tantra rupam
Vyadhita ganita metutsamyagalocyasantah
Cathitamihavidantassuntu santosha pantah.
The words Ganita Metutsamyac, written in numbers, amount to 1765653 in terms
of days of the present age; which is found to agree with A.D. 1733, being 86 years
and 271 days before the 31st of December 1819; SOMA YAJI was not, however,
inventor of the system by which he formed his infinite series.

The author of the Tantra Sangraha, who was educated in the college of
Brahmanas at Trichur (which college still exists, and which is a place of
reputed sanctity, and certainly of respectable learning), has, among his works
on arithmetic,and astronomy, laid the foundation for a complete system of
fluxions, and opened a mine of wealth in mathematics to those students
who can boast of being his followers, of which they are most eminently
jealous. The copy of the work, which I have obtained with some difficulty,
by frequent intercourse with this interesting society, bears in itself marks
of antiquity, the commentary in the vulgar tongue being written in a
language which is not now generally current in Malabar, and the forms of
many letters differing materially from those of the present day.
The author of the work is TALACULATT^JRA NAMBU'TIRI, of Cerala, or
Malabar ; the first epithet being the name of his house, the latter the title
of his rank : he flourished in the forty-sixth century of the present age, or
Caliyuga.
The testimonies as to the author, and the period in which he lived, are
the following, viz. The general consent of the learned in Malabar; the
date which is shewn in the commencement of the work itself, namely, the
year 4600 of the Caliyuga ; the mention made of him in the first chapter
of a work named Driccaranam by his commentator, the author of the
Yucti-Bhdshu, CELLALURA NAMBUTIRI, in which, while relating the history
of the progress of astronomy, from the improvements of A'UYAB'HATTA up
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to his own period, he thus observes: " Much difference having occurred
" in astronomical calculations, in the year of the Caliyuga 4532 a Briihtl
man of high rank who lived on the coast of the western ocean, having
" examined the heavens for twelve years, established what is laid down
" in the Tantra-Sangraha." This is the evidence of the author of the
Yucti-Bhashd, the commentary on the Tantra-Sangraha, concerning the
author of the latter work: the date of the Driccaranam is mentioned in
the latter part of the work, viz. the 783d of the Malabar era; and in the
summary account of the periods of astronomy, it is written 4708 of the
Caliyuga, both of which coincide with the year 1608 of the Christian era.
A farther account of the Yucti-Bhasha, the demonstrations of the rules
for the quadrature of the circle by infinite series, with the series for the
sines, cosines, and their demonstrations, will be given in a separate paper:
I shall therefore conclude this, by submitting a simple and curious proof of
the 47th proposition of EUCLID, extracted from
the Yucti'Bhdshd. In the accompanying figure,
let ABC be a triangle, having the angle at C
a right angle: on AC describe the square
ACFN, and on BC describe the square
BCDE : on ED take EG equal to AC, and
on AD take, AH equal to BC, draw HK
perpendicular to AD and equal to AC, join
BG, GK, and AK.
E

G

1)

The mathematician will easily prove that the three spaces AFO, PGD,
and BEG, parts of the squares SACFN and BCDE not included in the
figure ABGK, are equal to, and identical with, the spaces KHP, OBN, and
AHK, not occupied by any parts of the above two squares; id est, that the
sum of the two squares ACFN and BCDE equals the figure ABGK; but
this, from its construction, is a square, and is drawn upon the hypothenuse
ABC. This is probably the form by which PYTHAGORAS discovered the
celebrated problem, which EUCLID afterwards so beautifully illustrated in
the 47th proposition of the first book of his « Elements.'
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